Monsoon sound system pontiac grand prix
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an alternative browser. What brand of speakers. Thread starter WhatLuck Start date Dec 23,
Tags pontiac grand prix 6x9 speakers speakers. WhatLuck New member. I have a grand prix
with the monsoon sound system and blew one of the 6x9 speakers on the rear deck and
wondering what the brand of speakers are and what i could place in there that would sound
equal to or better then the original also i like bass also is it true that the original 6x9's sounds
better then almost any aftermarket speakers please and thanks. Try Hurricane87 Member. You
have to search on the internet for automotive speaker reviews. Ok, now the left has loss in
quality worse then the right 6x9, but now the right 6x9 speaker hss a mattalic like sound, so now
when i get paid next i might get new speakers for it, also does anyone know what wiring
harness i need or if i can use the stock connectors. It depends on what speakers you buy, at
worst you cut the original connectors off and spice them onto the new speakers. Im my car it
has a watt amp, if i was to get a new amp with a higher wattage would i need to gut they system
and replace the wirin if so do i need to replace all? You would need a wiring diagram of both the
old and new amp and use a premade harness or make your own connections. Speak to a tech at
Crutchfield. Every post I see is 25 to 30 watts. On the back of the speakers shows 6 numbers - ,
does anyone know what this means, also how much watts can the monsoon amp output with all
the speakers working at the same time, im trying to deside if i need to get a new amp or if i
should be fine, edit: what is the RMS output for each channel on the monsoon amp edit2: if i
was to get a 2 6x9 speakers with 70 RMS, would it work just fine? Last edited: Jan 27, PattsGP
New member. JL audio makes a really good set of components that work great with the
monsoon and in addition you could add a sub with a separate sub amp and keep the factory
monsoon amp to run your components. And the numbers your referring to on the back of the
speakers is a left and right part number even tho there the same speaker, on factory applied
items they always have left and right part numbers. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses
cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you
register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn
moreâ€¦. Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register. What's new.
New posts. Log in. Install the app. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out
of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use
an alternative browser. Swapping the rear speakers out Monsoon. Thread starter Start date Jul
10, When i purchased my GA both the rear speakers were blown. I decided to remove them and
sense then i've been relying on my front speakers. I did a little research today, and i found out
that the rear monsoon 6x9s are both DVC and 2 ohm. I didn't want to replace the blown
speakers with more stock speakers so i tried to find some other dvc 2 ohm 6x9s to replace them
with. No dice. I decided that the next best thing would be to find a pair of 2 ohm svc 6x9s.
Ultimately, this would work but i would only be able to get approx half of the wattage to the new
speakers. The monsoon amp provides 4 wires per speaker because they are DVC, one set
powers the tweeter and the other powers the woofer. Soooooo i did what everyone else has said
NOT to do and cut the input and output wires to the amplifier, Spliced them and cut the amp out
of the equation for the rear speakers. With the amp out of the way i can now sucessfully install
four ohm svc speakers, which is what i plan to do. For shits and giggles i tied some 6. Or should
my new speakers be able to compete with the front 4x6s? I know there are a few threads
allready discussing this matter I just felt like sharing what i've done with yall, and getting some
feedback Unrelated but my head unit has bluetooth audio streaming, which is the only way ive
listented to music thus far. Decided to use a wire on the aux setting and what a difference.
Bluetooth is convient and works well but nothing compaires to a wired setup. I have two Sony
XploderZ 6x9" in the back of my car with stock wiring and runs perfectly fine, no issues at all.
Take a gander at them, they are pretty nice for wal-mart mid-grade specials. Post reply. Insert
quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to
keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use
of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Redesigned for , the Grand Prix has not aged well in a world
of newer and better-designed competition. The front-wheel-drive Grand Prix is available with a
fuel-efficient hp, 3. The Grand Prix is a big car on the outside but smallish on the inside. The
long, Once inside, however, one finds that the rear seat lacks leg- and headroom. Front-seat
space is good, but the plastic-filled interior has the look of melted air-traffic-control consoles
and screams cheapness. Based on the same platform that underpins the Chevrolet Impala and
the Buick LaCrosse, the Pontiac attempts to be sportier than its platform-mates. These sportier

attributes include firmer suspension tuning, a slightly louder exhaust, and seats with more side
bolstering. The V-8â€”powered GXP version is amusing in a crude way and puts up impressive
performance numbers despite a clear lack of refinement. The Pontiac Grand Prix plays in one of
the most hotly contested segments in the car world and when marked down offers some value.
Unfortunately, the dated design, the lack of refinement, the less than stellar driving dynamics,
the appalling interior, and the disappointing rear-seat space make it one of the least attractive
cars in its segment. Other options are bundled in groups. Dual front airbags, OnStar emergency
services, and tire-pressure monitoring are standard across the Grand Prix lineup. Stability
control is not available on the base Grand Prix. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Reviews. When the car is turned off I am
still getting noise or static from the speakers and can't figure out why. I also had bad reception
on some stations, but messed around with the antenna on the rear window and it seems to have
improved. Is there a known cause for the no power static and a solution for it? Do you. Do you
have an Amp and how did you wire it up, also if you have a window mounted antenna, you
should have an antenna amp as well, is this still hooked up to the new system? Mark mhpautos
Was this answer. This is the factory installed system from GM. I believe the system does use an
8 channel amp wired from the factory. I haven't done any upgrades or anything like that. As for
the antenna amp I don't know. All I know is it mounts on the rear window just below the
headliner and runs a line to the head unit as far as I can tell. Was this answer. Hi there, Check all
the earths are clean and tight, if you have a static noise with the key off the amp may still be
powered up and you may be getting a hum, ask at your local audio store about noise filters, this
may also be an option. Please login or register to post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car
Question. It's Free! Like Tweet. Darek Fanton. I was getting a somewhat annoying, yet bearable
amp pop whenever the HU turned off or switched source and was told that was due to the
factory amp conflicting with the deck and switching off and back on. Now however, with an
aftermarket amp and subs installed, my subs fire with the amp pop and it's far less tolerable.
I've already had to do a relocation for the deck, as well as split the rear preouts to run the subs
so I'm hoping there is there a relatively simple way to bypass the amp? I've been told a number
of things about the Monsoon system, including the fact that the rear 6x9s are DVC and would
have to be replaced if I wanted to take my factory amp out of the equation, is that valid? Just
looking for some more input as I'm starting to feel like I'm getting the run around on this install,
Thanks. I used this method and it worked great because all the connections are specific to the
manufacturers, no cutting. When you wish to remove the system, just unplug everything as the
factory plugs have remained untouched. Though my bypass didn't involve a Monsoon system,
the factory speakers remained the same and worked just fine. Bob Unregistered guest. It's not
the same speaker setup though because I have 4 tweeters, 2 6. I know mine has some really odd
ohm loads and the amp does the crossover work. I would be better off replacing all speakers
than trying to get mine to work without the monsoon amp. So before you cut the Monsoon amp,
I'd double check with someone who knows your specific system. To stop the subs from
popping, you can just get an amp trigger delay aka pop eliminator. The problem with the
Monsoon is that it uses the music signal as the turn on signal if it's like mine there's no
separate wire for this. I really wish that I could have gotten my car without Monsoon, but it
automatically came with what I wanted. After replacing the HU, I really haven't had a problem,
but it's a deterrent to doing a full speaker replacement for me. Thanks for the suggestion
Michael. I shot crutchfield an e-mail to see if they have a bypass harness. It may be a moot point
because we had to hack up the harness pretty bad when we put the deck in, but we might be
able to work with it. I looked into that amp trigger delay Bob and I think that might do the trick in
at least eliminating the sub pops if the harness doesn't work out. Thanks for your help guys.
The speakers are 2ohm and completely controlled by the stupid amp. If adding aftermarket gear,
including speakers, there is no valid reason to keep the factory amp, tear it out. I kinda like the
stock look so I use a PAC preout adapter, added two sets of outputs so I can add amps. The
system even with the stock HU is loud as hell and with my new RE's going in, be even louder.
Looks kool, you look inside my car and see two baby seats and nothing else that could lead to a
person thinking I had some boom going on, lol. The only modification to date is the addition of
an Infinity Basslink Subwoofer. I'm using a RCA hookup that's connected the driver side
speaker wire at the back of the amp. I'd like to replace the stock speakers and add a 4-channel
aftermarket amp to the existing head unit. I've searched high and low for some specs on the
Bose setup; in particular, is the AMP part of the head unit or does each speaker include it's own

amp. I'm using a RCA hookup that's connected the driver side speaker wire at the back of the
'head unit' not the amp You could use the factory head unit if you liked but I would replace the
factory speakers, they are all 2ohm and don't handle much power. What year is your vehicle and
do you have a picture of the HU? Unfortunately, since all the speakers run through the amp I'm
going to have to rewire the speakers before I can yank the amp. Not a big deal, just time
consuming and a pain when it's 15 degrees on all my days off. Polo is right though Cortez, on
most of the factory premium audio setups there will be a central amp somewhere in the car for
all the speakers. My Monsoon amp was in the trunk behind the carpeting on the left, but I've
also seen them under the front seats and behind the glove box. In terms of finding info, I spent a
lot of time just putting my make, model and year into search engines along with "Monsoon
System" or "Monsoon Amp", I found that to be the most efficient way to find message board
posts with helpful info. Good luck. You could try the12volt. Like I said, my speakers are weird
ohm loads and the Monsoon amp has a cross-over in it for the components. I changed out my
HU, but left the Monsoon amp and speaker. The HU is putting out a lot stronger signal than the
Monsoon amp expects, but I haven't had a problem. If I ditch the Monsoon amp, I'm ditching all
the speakers too and rewiring the car. It seems that everything about the Monsoon is as
non-standard as you can get. I'm still using the stock head unit that came with the Bose System
and an Infinity Basslink subwoofer. It took the installers about 6 hours to complete the job I
started out with a Kicker 4-channel Amp, but it had a bad hum in the right rear channel. Took my
car back the next day and the installers upgraded me to the MTX at no charge Especially when
you consider, I just unloaded "a grand" to do this upgrade and it took 8 hours total to complete
the job. Bottom line: I'm a happy camper for sure!!! Not to be a p00p but I wouldn't call going
from a kicker to a MTX as an upgrade but this is just my opinion as for all I now use is kicker. So
how does it sound? Got any pictures? With all connections completed to the aftermarket radio,
plug the 24 pin and the 12 pin connectors into the vehicles corresponding wiring harnesses.
Sometimes with these interfaces I have had to disconnect the box, wait a couple seconds and
redo step 3, some times a few times before everything works correctly. FYI if you have not tried
that! Close Menu. Car Security. Ohm's Law Calculators. Relay Diagrams. Subwoofer Wiring.
Vehicle Wiring. Recent Topics. Site Search. Site Menu. Advanced Search. Back to Top. GM
"cars" didnt typically come with onstar from the factory. Reconnect the negative battery
terminal. Cycle the key by turning the ignition on then back off, then back on again to test the
radio. Sorry, you can NOT post a reply. This topic is closed. Printable version. Search the12volt.
Follow the12volt. Any user assumes the entire risk as to the accuracy and use of this
information. Please verify all wire colors and diagrams before applying any information. You
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quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by cousineauautoparts. Cousineau Auto Parts cousineauautoparts Search within
store. This part will fit these makes and models with these options. If you do not see your
vehicle in this list, please click HERE to send us a message so before buying so we can verify if
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been fully tested while installed and will go through our industry leading quality control
inspection before shipping. This part is backed by our 6 Month - no questions asked money
back guarantee at no additional charge. If you have any questions about this part, or any other
parts from this vehicle, please click HERE to send us a message. Please include stock number
in your message so we know which vehicle you are asking about. We answer all questions
promptly during regular business hours. About Cousineau Auto Parts Cousineau Auto Parts
offers one of the largest selections of high quality recycled auto parts in the country. Shipping
Information All orders placed by am EST will be shipped out the next business day at the latest.
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